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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $25 junior or
associate, with a $5 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
electronically.
For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.
Climbing to the Shotover Saddle

Best Trip Report 2015
Notes from the judge – Aunty Ice Axe
Amundsen taking the dogs for walkies to the South Pole, Humphrey Davy gassing himself
repeatedly in the cause of scientific research, Tennyson blasting passages of 'In
Memorium' at Queen Victoria for hours on end in his efforts to comfort her on Alfred's
death, George Eliot championing the cause of soap-opera plots long-windedly enough to
have them called literary masterpieces, Richard Burton heading off anywhere he could get
away from the mind-numbing effects of Victorian civilised life...
Aunty Ice Axe does not actually claim that a prolonged sojourn in the CTC newsletter
archives to hunt down the best trip report of the year qualifies her to rank with these
antiquated champions of heroic endeavours that any right-thinking person would never
have bothered with in the first place, but she certainly won't blush modestly if anyone else
makes the claim for her... Yes - the winner of the inaugural Old Growler Prize for Tramping
Fiction (the 'bottoms up' trophy) has finally been announced.
Aunty's judging criteria were as follows: no apostrophe abuse; readable in the awkward
pauses during speed dating (Aunty's sole experience was in fact one long awkward pause
as each successive new partner blanched and ran for the exit..); and able to give the
subtle impression that a weekend of gruelling misery in sub-zero temperatures with
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multiple minor injuries and a leaking tent has been the highlight of the author's entire life.
Winner Elizabeth Eadon ("Mueller
hut to Annette Plateau and back",
Sunday 13th September)
admittedly has a rather unfair
advantage over the rest of the field
in possessing a name that already
sounds like a nom de plume, but
this report admirably met all of
Aunty's criteria. In addition,
phrases such as 'with the view of
the pink rays of dawn catching the
tops of Mt Sefton and Footstool
and the snow around the hut
appearing to glow blue' show a
very promising propensity toward
purple prose after Aunty's own
triple-bypassed heart (that, or overindulgence in early morning coffee,
which the mainline-expresso Aunt
also highly approves of).

Winner Elizabeth Eadon receiving her prize from
CTC President Steve Bruerton

Aunty is extremely pleased to note that the shortlist comprised a truly varied list of real trip
reports with no recoloured duplicates and absolutely nothing produced by a corporate
marketing department. Rumours that John Key said "gosh I wish I'd thought of doing it
that way" and then suggested a final check-through by a Nike shoe designer have not
been substantiated.
Particular points of merit amongst the shortlist have also been recognised:
Best of Breed Award - Rodger Smith's Alpine G String (Intermediate Snow Craft 19-20
Sept) (also the analogy award for working Henry Kissenger into the Intermediate
Snowcraft Refresher report, 26-17 September).
Innovation Award - Kelly Purdie for introducing the new sport of alpine downhill phone
racing (Mueller Hut, 11-13 Sept).
Congratulations to Elizabeth Eadon, the overall winner. Aunty is arranging delivery of a
measure of the original Old Growler itself as soon as the Ministry of Transport has agreed
to waive certain transportation requirements in the Hazchem code.

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume its 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening or
Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or contact
the trip leader in advance.
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CTC OVERDUE TRIPS: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about
a trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Refer to the list of Club Officers on the back of the newsletter and on the club
website. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the names
and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This will
greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (DO NOT LEAVE MESSAGES). We recommend that concerned people start
with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut - if no contact can be made then the
Police. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your loved
ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd intersection.
Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. For a map go to
www.ctc.org.nz and click the Social Calendar link. A variety of social functions are organised,
the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If you can give a presentation or
have ideas, please phone Kay Taylor 03-3584580 or email kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz. Please
note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is a guest speaker, he/she will start
at 8:10 pm sharp.
Wednesday 27 January

Club Night

Newsletter Folding and Trip Planning: Come along, chat, help with folding club
newsletters and have the opportunity to help plan tramps. Bring your muscles, maps and
ideas! There'll be a laptop and projector available to informally show slides from recent
club or private trips too. Start the evening at the nearby The Roxx Climbing Centre. Meet
about 5.30, find a CTC buddy and climb till 7.30pm. We get industry prices, just show your
CTC membership card.
Saturday 30 January
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Banks Peninsula - Pa Bay and Greater Okains Bay: Starting
from Okains Bay, then on through Little Okains Bay (Kawatea) and
out along the eastern headland to the isolated Pa Bay. Pa Bay is an
area rich in biodiversity with unique geological formations resulting
in natural fortifications and a land rich in resources, which was
utilised by Maori for cultivation, occupation (villages), and defence
(Pa). Time: 6hrs Height: 150m.
Saturday 30 January Early start 7am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
28 Jan
BX25
$25

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125
bernhard.parawa@cdhb.govt.nz

Mt Te Kinga (1204m): By Lake Moana/Brunner, we enjoy sweeping Grade: Moderate
views and a 1100m height gain. Fill up your water bottles. Bring your Closes: 28 Jan
togs for the after party!
Map:
BU20
Approx: $35
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Weekend 30-31 January
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Toni Bachvarova
theeeyorefan@gmail.com

Brass Monkey Biv: Head up Nina and Lucretia stream and then
over to the the brass Monkey Biv. Awesome alpine camp next to the
tarns with extensive views across Lewis tops, Fryberg range and
beyond. Walk out via Lewis tops bagging Lucretia and Apprentice
on the way. Car shuttle will be required.
Sunday 31 January
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
21 Jan
BT23 BU23
$45

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Lake Georgina/Mt Georgina/Red Lakes: Situated in the alpine
Lake Coleridge basin tussockland area. We set out from Lake
Georgina (542m), climbing up to Point 825 overlooking the lake,
then up to Mt Georgina (944m) for some great views. We then
descend through open scrub country to visit Red Lakes and then
follow a farm track out to the Lyndon Road. The trip will involve a
car shuffle.

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Wednesday 3 February

Easy/Mod
28 Jan
BW20
$25

Club Night

Free Evening for January Adventurers to share their holiday trips!: This evening is
free for members to show their recent tramping endeavours. Please let Kay or Kate know
if you wish to show some photo's so we can plan the evening.
Saturday 6 February
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Port Hills - Gibraltar Rock (480m): For Lunch, how we get there
will be different to the usual routes. Mostly on tracks over grazed
farm country with an easy climb to the top of Gibraltar Rock. Great
views over Christchurch, Canterbury Plains, and Lake Ellesmere.
Suitable for accompanied Kids but contact leader first. Kids &
Buggies OK. Time : 4 - 5hrs
Saturday 6 February 8am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy/family
4 Feb
BX24
$10

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366
bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Pt 1805, Mt Bealey ridge: Pt 1805 is fascinating nobbly rocky
outcrop reached by a short diversion south from pt 1760 on the
ridge up to Mt Bealey. This is a great piece of scrambling for those
happy with the little bit of exposure in some short sections of the
route, but the rock is reasonably solid (for a change). If there is time,
we'll trot up to Mt Bealey itself (1836m) and probably aim to
descend via Rough Creek (rock hopping, wet feet a certainty and
probably wet shorts as well - a classic Arthurs Pass summer trip for
those experienced in mountain stream travel). If you don't fancy the
scrambling or the stream, you can miss them out and still come
along for a moderate tramp with a good 1100m straight-up height
gain and the usual stunning views.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate+
4 Feb
BV20
$25

Long Weekend 6-8 February
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

Two Thumb Track: Take the first turning before Lake Tekapo onto
the Lillybank road and then drive to the start of the track on the
Roundhill Ski field road. Travel will be along the high country Two
Thumb track that provides great views and a challenging traverse
through the Te Kaupeka Conversation Park, finishing by the
Rangtitata Gorge Road (Mesopotamia) There will be 3 classic
musterers huts to stay in overnight and a chance to climb Mt Hope
for the more energetic tramper. This will be run as a crossover trip
with a max of 8 trampers due to hut capacity.
Long Weekend 6-9 February
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Mod/Hard
28 Jan
BY17 BY18
$70 + Hut
Fees

Leader: Ruth Tramschek 337-3003
ruth.tramschek@cdhb.govt.nz

Mt Titiroa and Lake Manapouri: The objective of this trip is to
climb Mt Titiroa (1715m) which has great views and really weird
wind-sculptured granite rocks spread all over its summit. It's the
peak that always looks like it has snow on it as you are driving along
the main road in to Te Anau. The trip will leave Friday night at arrive
in Manapouri by 11am to take the water taxi across the Waiau River
($20 return) and tramp to Garnock Burn and camp. There is no track
up to Mt Titiroa but the bush is relatively open. The plan is to
traverse Mt Titiroa and camp out one night on the mountain. The
traverse takes you into the North Borland. From here we will walk
to the head of the valley and cross the pass back over into the
Garnock Burn and back out to the Waiau River via the water taxi.
Multi day trip 6-12 February Can be anywhere
in February or March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Moderate+
28 Jan
CE07
Approx $80
+ Hut Fees.

Leader: Warwick Dowling 021 35 4545
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

Gardens of Eden and Allah (Glacier trip): This trip has now
closed, as numbers are limited. A waiting list has opened. If you are
interested in this trip please contact the trip leader. Glacier rope
skills required. The dates may shift in February or March to suit the
weather, so flexible annual leave will be very handy. This trip will
only go when & if the weather is suitable.
Sunday 7 February 8am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Grade: ModHard
Closes: 28 Jan
Map:
BW17
BW18
Approx: Contact
Leader

Leader: Bruce Cameron 03 3899618
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Coastal Exploring - Timu Timu Head & Scenery Nook: Out past
Wainui on Lands End Station. Sweeping vistas of Akaroa and the
blue majesty of Pacific's endless curve beckons the wanderer down
to explore its foamy edge and therein discover the hidden treasures
of the nook. Time : 5 hours
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
4 Feb
BY25
$15

Monday 8 February Waitangi Day observed
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 03 3899618
Tecbruce@gmail.com

River Exploring - Ashley Gorge: Starting from the Banana Bridge
(Gibsons) we follow the Ashley River down through its gorge to the
Lees valley Road Bridge. (AKA Middle Bridge). This is somewhat
easier and shorter than the lower gorge but will still present many
opportunities to cool off and pack float etc. River skills not required
on this trip. If River conditions unsuitable an alternative will run.
Time : 5 hours

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Wednesday 10 February

Easy
4 Feb
BW22
$15

Club Night

Planning Preparation in the Leading of Easy Tramps: Bruce Cameron will show us
what's involved in running one of his "off the beaten track" easy tramps. Bruce is a prolific
tramp leader of trips mostly at the easy end of the tramping spectrum. He will take us
through the inspiration and planning behind some of the trips he has led. He will cover
things like "why here- what inspired this tramp?, research tools, grading the trip (biggest
can of worms), obtaining access- how, who and problems, miscellaneous leaders'
problems, tramps from hell and "my loves, hates and goals". The talk concludes with a real
worked example of an up and coming CTC tramp: Malvern Hills – Coal Mines Old & New.
This tramp is scheduled to run this weekend on February 13th.
Saturday 13 February 6am very early departure
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: James Hopkins 022 026 0504
snikpohsemaj@gmail.com

Mt Technical: No coffee stops en route so make sure you at
caffeinated and ready to go at 6!. This is usually touted as an
overnight trip, so this day assault will be a fast and light affair, driving
to the St James Carpark at Lewis pass and approaching Mt
Technical from the Lewis Pass Tops, retreating the same way. Will
be a long day. Mod - hard, some exposure is to be expected near
the summit.
Saturday 13 February
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

ModHard
11 Feb
BT23
$35

Leader: Bruce Cameron 03 3899618
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Malvern Hills - Coal Mines old & new: Starting from Bush Gully
Road we climb to Cairn Ridge traversing via Cairn Hill 500m
(AA57). Decent is down a ridge to solve the mystery of Glentunnel's
Tunnel exiting via Surveyors Gully with its old coal mines. Views
include West to flagpole (Lady Barker Range), North to Mt Oxford,
Waimakariri River, east to Banks Peninsula and a working coal
mine. Views include West to flagpole (Lady Barker Range), North
to Mt Oxford, Waimakariri River, east to Banks Peninsula and a
working coal mine. Height: 500m. Time : 5 hours.
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 11 Feb
Map:
BW21
BW22
BX21
Approx: $15

Saturday 13 February 8am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Steve Bruerton 322-6196
steve.ngaire@xtra.co.nz

MTB Wharfedale Track: I've heard that MTB maintenance work
crews have been fixing the track up so it is now more ride-able than
it has been for a few years. About 6 or 7 hours riding if we go right
through to Wharfedale shelter and back. Options to turn back
sooner. Email contact preferred and please indicate if you have bike
racks and how many you can carry.
Saturday 13 February 8am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Mod/Hard
MTB
Closes: 11 Feb
Map:
BW22
Approx: $15

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Purple Peak/Curry Reserve: This is a new reserve extending from
Hinewai, over the ridgeline and into the upper Grehan Valley above
Akaroa. Starting at the Akaroa Heritage Park, we follow Curry Track
through the reserve, a mix of regenerating bush and open
grassland, over Browntop Saddle to the end of Brocheries Road at
the edge of the Hinewai Reserve. The return trip will go over Purple
Peak Saddle, down Purple Peak Track, then Woodills Track through
to the upper Grehan Valley and back up to the Akaroa Heritage
Park. 400m height gain. Round trip approx. 12kms.
Sunday 14 February 7am early start
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy/Mod
11 Feb
BY25
$20

Leader: Richard Kimberley 021 2032 645
326 6158 janeandrichard@xtra.co.nz

Mt Barron: The track starts near Otira and takes you up a spur and
along to the Holts Creek basin. From this basin we will climb up to
the ridge west of Mt Barron to get to the summit (1730 m). There
are good views from Mt Barron over to the West Coast. From Mt
Barron we will descend down a spur north of Goat Creek to Otira
township.
Sunday 14 February 8am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate+
11 Feb
BV20
$30

Leader: Bruce Cameron 03 3899618
Tecbruce@gmail.com

River Exploring - Broken River: Another of Bruce's river exploring
tramps. The goal is to travel from Cave Stream past the old Broken
River Coal Mine to Slovenes Creek (Avoca Homestead). This river
is swift in parts so be prepared to get wet feet and probably more.
If the river unsuitable this trip will be postponed and an alternative
will run. Bring spare clothes, waterproof pack-liner & waterproof
camera bag etc. is recommended. Easy trip but long day at an easy
pace downhill. If river conditions unsuitable an alternative will run.
Height: 600m Time: 5+hrs. AND its downhill!
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Grade: Easy Mod +
River travel
Closes: 11 Feb
Map:
BW21
Approx: $15

Wednesday 17 February

Club Night

Sam Newton from the NZAC: Sam Newton is the General Manager of the NZAC and a
member of the Canterbury Conservation Board. He will be talking tonight about the
challenges and opportunities that we all face with regards to the maintenance of
recreational facilities - huts and tracks - on Public Conservation Land. Sam will describe
the success NZAC has had in utilising Outdoor Recreation Consortium funding to maintain
huts. Sam will be illustrating his talk with some great photos!
Saturday 20 February 7am early departure
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: James Hopkins 022 026 0504
snikpohsemaj@gmail.com

Castle Hill Peak (1998m): A CTC classic. The walk will be the
"standard" approach from Porters pass (yes we will cheat and drive
half of our altitude gain!) and approach via foggy peak. It time,
conditions and inclination allow we might wonder on towards The
Gap, but we will definitely return the way we came.
Weekend 20-21 February
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
18 Feb
BW21
$20

Leader: Shaun Wong 021 234 6847
shaunwong@mail.com

Mt Bowen via Mikonui Spur - Weather Permitting: Drive to
Arthur's Pass on Friday evening at 6.30pm from Z Station and stay
at the club's hut for the night. On Saturday morning, head to the
start of the trail off Totara Valley Road via Hokatika, on reef creek
trail, to Mikonui Spur Route and finished the day at Mikonui Spur
Biv. On Sunday morning, it would be an early start to the top of Mt
Bowen (1985m) with a light daypack and back down to the biv and
out to Hokatika.
Sunday 21 February 7am early start
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Mod/Hard
11 Feb
BV18
$40 + hut
fee

Leader: Richard Kimberley 021 2032 645
326 6158 janeandrichard@xtra.co.nz

Top of the Ladder to Esk Head: A peak called Top of the Ladder
(1792m) is above the South branch of the Hurunui River. I plan to
continue on from this peak to Esk Head (1864m) a bit further along
the ridge.1500m of height gain and 18km of distance approx. Early
start.
Multi day trip 21-22 February
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Mod/Hard
18 Feb
BV22 BV23
$25

Leader: Bruce Cameron 03 3899618
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Black Range - Tenting at the Tarn: We will start with a quick look
at a reserve, bench tracked, often passed. Then on arrival in the
mountains we proceed up an easy bench track to some tarns where
we setup camp. Then continue up to above the bush line for some
panoramic views. Back down to the camp for the night with a
potluck tea. Sunday break camp back to cars and onto an easy
stream explore. A change of clothing and a dry bag to protect your
camera are advised. Depending on time, back home via the
traditional coffee shop, and perhaps another small reserve.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
11 Feb
BV20
$30

Saturday 27 February 8am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 03 3899618
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Coastal Exploring - Tiromoana: A DOC Tramp with Bruce's
tweak. From Car Park travel along DOC Walkway across the
wetlands, to lunch on Mount Ella (346m). Now for Bruce's variation,
returning along Mackintosh Bay then up the bushy cool Dovedale
Stream Gorge exiting at the Waterfall back to the cars. (Stream is
off track & usually dry feet!). . Spectacular views of Pegasus Bay,
Tiromoana Reserve's Wetlands & Mackintosh Bay. Time: 4 - 5hrs
Height: 384m. More downhill than uphill and no scratchy things.
Saturday 27 February 8am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
25 Feb
BV24 BV25
$15 + $1
donation

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366
bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Purple Hill: Purple Hill (1680m) is the big lump behind Lake
Pearson. There are a number of options for ascent and descent
depending on conditions. We could go up Purple Hill directly from
Long Hill Saddle, or drive round to the back of Mt St Bernard on the
Craigieburn Road and up from there. Look down on Lake Pearson
and see how it is almost split in two by twin shingle fans from Purple
Hill and Mt Manson opposite. Without snow, there is a great scree
run down towards the lake. About 1000m of height gain.
Saturday 27 February 8am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 25 Feb
Map:
BV21
BW21
Approx: $20

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Woolshed Hill: Woolshed Hill (1429m) stands above the Hawdon
River, off the Mt White Road. We will start from the Hawdon Shelter
and follow a track up through beech forest to the crest of a ridge
and then about a kilometre of tussocky tops. The first 300m or so is
reasonably steep. Great views from the top down into the
Waimakariri/Hawdon confluence and the upper Sudden Valley and,
on the other side, Andrews Stream. (Bring your maps and count off
the names of polar explorers as you identify the bumps on the Polar
Range.) 820m height gain and returning the same way
Weekend 27-28 February
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

EasyMod+
25 Feb
BV21
$25

Leader: Natasha Sydorenko 0223140684
n.sydorenko@hotmail.com

Mt Haast - Mt Kemp Traverse: "The plan on Day 1 is to climb Mt
Haast, traverse the ridge partway to Mt Kemp and camp in a basin
north of Point 1540. Day 2, continue along the ridge to Mt Kemp,
then drop down from the small saddle next to Point 1412 to Lock
Creek and follow it all the way back to the road (will involve bush
bashing). If there aren't enough cars to have done a car shuffle,
walking 3km along the road back to the start of the Mt Haast track
will be required. NOTE: Travel along the ridge will be steep and
exposed in places, and will involve rock scrambling. Anyone
wishing to go on the trip will need to be experienced and
comfortable with this sort of terrain. Check with the trip leader first.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Mod/Hard
18 Feb
BT22
$25

Weekend 27-28 February
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: James Hopkins 03 967 5003
snikpohsemaj@gmail.com

Mt Wakefield (Friday departure).: Mt Wakefield is a challenging
but non-technical day walk starting at White Horse camp ground at
Aoraki Mt Cook Village. The problem is the ~5 hour drive each side
makes this impossible as a day trip from ChCh. So we will leave
Friday after work and camp at white horse (I can supply tent(s) you
supply your thermarest and sleeping bag). An early start should
mean we will have done the bulk of the climb before we get blasted
by the sun. I'm told there are numerous false summits, so we will
take our time on the tops to find the true summit and soak in the
views. We should be done in time to return to ChCh Saturday night,
however if people have time we can stay Saturday night and
explore the Aoraki Mt Cook area further on Sunday. Summit day
could move to Sunday if Saturday weather unfavourable.
Sunday 28 February 8am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate+
18 Feb
BY15 BY16
$60

Leader: Bruce Cameron 03 3899618
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Banks Peninsula - Ridgeline Exploring: Steady climb up ridge Grade: Easy
line following farm tracks to the head of the valley. Views of Lake Closes: 25 Feb
Ellesmere and southern plains. Time : 5 hours.
Map:
BY24
Approx: $15
Sunday 28 February 7am early start
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Richard Kimberley 021 2032 645
326 6158 janeandrichard@xtra.co.nz

Big Mt Peel via Little Mt Peel: Peel Forest is a remnant of a
magnificent podocarp forest that once covered a huge area in midCanterbury and, with its mild moist climate, has the highest diversity
of ferns in New Zealand. This tramp will take us right into this
wonderful area, ascending through the vegetation layers out onto
the tussock slopes of Mt Peel. First Little Mt Peel (1310 m, 900 m+
height gain), then a bit over 4 km to Middle Mt Peel (1583 m) and a
further 2-3 km to Big Mt Peel itself (1743 m, about 1400 m height
gain from the cars). As you'd expect, the tussock tops offer
panoramic views out over this lovely area. Be prepared for a long
but rewarding day.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Mod/Hard
25 Feb
BY19
$30

Weekend 5-6 March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: James Hopkins 03 967 5003
snikpohsemaj@gmail.com

Mt Richmond and Mt Fishtail (Friday departure): Departing
Chch Friday night (4 March) and travelling ~5 hrs to Pine Valley on
North Bank Wairau. Camp roadside or similar suitable location near
track start, for early morning departure up Mt Fishtail as a day walk.
Saturday evening will be a short drive towards the Mt Richmond
track start and another camp. (We might even sneak 50km back to
Blenheim for a feed). Mt Richmond will also be tackled as a day
walk, early start as we want to leave plenty of time for the drive
home with mandatory stop for Kai in Kaikoura. Alternative mission
will be substituted if Richmond Ranges weather does not suit. Both
days ~10 hrs with 1300m+ height gain each with some mild
exposure.
Sunday 6 March 8am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Mod/Hard
Closes: 25 Feb
Map:
Approx: $70

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Craigieburn Valley/Camp Saddle: This trip is re-scheduled from
November. The trip starts in the Upper Cave Stream Reserve and
follows a track up through mountain beech forest to Lyndon Saddle.
The track then follows the Craigieburn Valley, then off track for a
500 m climb up to Camp Saddle. From the saddle, we head along
the spur to Point 1525, then a scree descent to Lyndon Saddle. If
time permits, we'll aim to make a short, 150 m ascent to Helicopter
Hill, before heading back to the cars via the Lyndon Saddle Track.
Round trip around 14 km and 700 - 800 m height gain.
Long Weekend 11-13 March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

EasyMod+
3 Mar
BW21
$20

Leader: Richard Kimberley 326 6158
janeandrichard@xtra.co.nz

Hurunui to Waimakariri River traverse via Puketeraki Range: A
3 day traverse starting from Esk Head Station by the Hurunui River
and traversing to the end of Puketeraki range, finishing close to the
Waimakariri river (approx. 80km). Interested parties would start at
View hill carpark and head to Black hill hut on their first night - that’s
the shortest day of 20kms. The following day (Saturday), is approx.
30km and camping out, with a further 30km travelled on the last
day. As there is some height gain on this trip, all interested parties
will need to be fit. It’s a superb trip to undertake. This trip will run as
a crossover, with Richard tramping from the Hurunui end, and the
other party from View Hill as described. Anyone interested in doing
the trip can contact the leader for further information at 021 2032
645. The date may change depending on the weather conditions.
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Grade: Mod/Hard
Closes: 3 Mar
Map:
BV21 BV22
BV23
Approx: $40 + hut
fee

Weekend 12-13 March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Max De Lacey 03-688-8342

Alma: Via Mesopotamia an eastern approach will be made with a
sneaky summit approach from the south. Alma poses no major
challenges for a moderate-hard level tramper, but there is an
energetic walk up Alma stream. Assurances of a 5 star campsite
have been made! Helmet and ice axe required, 4WD welcome.
Weekend 12-13 March
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

ModHard
3 Mar
BX17 BX18
approx $50

Leader: Karen Tait 027 520 6464
karenjtait@gmail.com

Croesus Craziness: In the style of a similar CTC trip back in 1994,
we will be holding a social / dress-up trip to Ces Clark Hut in the
Southern Paparoas. Driving to the club hut in Arthurs Pass on
Friday night, we start the Croesus track from outside of Blackball
on Saturday morning. After overnighting at Ces Clark hut we will
return via a loop across the tops and Mt Watson (weather
permitting) back to the cars. A lovely west coast trip, with gorgeous
bush, a bit of history, some uphill and magnificent views from the
tops. This will be a dress-up fancy dinner trip, expect challenges
and surprises starting from the carpark in Christchurch on Friday
night! Limited to 12 participants.
Weekend 12-13 March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
3 Mar
BT19 BT20
$50 + hut
fees

Leader: William King 03 3578922
wchking@yahoo.co.nz

Mt Davie and Carrington Hut via Waimakariri River: Start off
west coast road bridge at the confluence of the Waimakariri and
Bealey River and up the Waimakariri river/track past Anti Crow Hut
to Carrington Hut for the night. On the following morning, the team
will climb Mt Davie via either Mt Isobel or via White River. Ice axe
and crampons may be necessary; the trip leader will advise you
about it. Harness and rope skills to climb on steeper terrain are
essential.
Monday 14 March
Venue: CMLC clubrooms

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Hard
3 Mar
BV20
$35 + hut
fees

Leader: Adrian Busby 325-5001

Trip Leaders Course - CMLC clubrooms: Are you already leading
CTC club trips... are you thinking about becoming a trip leader or do
you lead or organise private trips for your tramping buddies? Well
this is the course for you. It only takes an evening and covers CTC
trip leading procedures, leadership styles, available club resources
and equipment, risk management and more. Put your name down
on the list. Venue: CMLC clubrooms, 7 pm - 9.30 pm approx.
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Grade: Training
Closes: 10 Mar
Map:
Approx:

Weekend 19-20 March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125

Mt Bovis and the Ballroom: A trip to Mt Bovis and the Ballroom in Grade: Moderate
the Paparoa ranges - more details to follow.
Closes: 10 Mar
Map:
BS19 BS20
Approx: $60
Sunday 20 March 8am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Hawdon Hut: This has been re-scheduled from December. This trip
will start at the Hawdon Shelter in Arthurs Pass National Park.
Cross the Hawdon River and pick up the rough trail on the edge of
the river terraces, following the Hawdon River upstream through
delightful glades and open river flats. The track stays near the river
bed all the way so the total height gain is about 80m. Look forward
to lunch at the spacious Hawdon Hut next to the river with great
views and return the same way. There will be lots of minor river
crossings so expect wet feet. If there has been some recent rain it
can be a little more challenging at the first crossing which is also
the biggest.

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
17 Mar
BV21
$25

Trip Reports
2-8 January 2016

A stroll to Lochnagar
At noon he was drinking in the lounge bar corner
With a sergeant of police and racehorse owner
When the angel of death looked over his shoulder ‘Could you spare a moment Flanagan?’

From: Lament for Barney Flanagan
James K Baxter

On day 4, upon reaching the saddle and looking across to the high sidle above the head of
Pine Creek, James K Baxter’s words began to resonate in my head. Quickly, I turned my
back banishing thoughts of bars and racehorse owners and proceeded to quietly eat my
scroggin focussing on the blue expanse of Lochnagar. I tried to reincarnate the feeling of
floating in the deep clear water, that when you looked down was vertiginous. And I gave that
angel a talking to.
Each day led up to this point, and each day I had argued with myself that the next would be
easier. As long as the lessons of each difficulty were filed away, there was no way that this
tramping addiction could all be for nothing. So it was that as we headed across the high
sidle, hillside dropping away below, calmness and concentration replaced fear, and upon
reaching the foreign landscape of the alpine basin beyond, dressed in rock and ice and
overlooked by towering glaciers, I realised that all the lessons of the past two years had led
to this point. Smiling, I waved goodbye to the angel.
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Day 1 – Shotover saddle. The 2nd of January saw a bunch of assorted trampers comparing
pack weights and meal compositions in Raspberry Creek carpark, before bending knee, and
lifting their burdens to begin the stroll for the day, at the leisurely hour of 4 pm. Doing our
best to look hard core for the crowds of tourists descending from the Rob Roy glacier, we
made good progress up the sunny valley, admiring the steep confines on either side of us.
Then we turned left and headed straight up, leaving the cows below us. Poles marked a
vague route through the long tussocks, which as we climbed higher began to include more
and more prickly Spaniards. The climb was relentless in the hot sun and although the views
were rewarding, it was with relief that we arrived at an alpine tarn and decided to camp, on
dusk, about 100 m shy of the Shotover Saddle. Quick dinners and straight into sleeping
bags, though not until the girls had managed to bend almost all their tent pegs trying to erect
their Minaret in a premium flat but rather rocky site.
Day 2 – To 100 Mile Hut. Upon gaining the saddle after breakfast, we were disappointed
with overcast conditions and a lack of views into the Matukituki valley, though the cooler
weather made the climbing much easier. After a group route finding discussion, the party
headed off on the long sidle above the stream leading to the Tummel Burn hut. Some took
a higher route, some lower, all tried to stay out of the serious scrub and bluffs, and regrouped
a few kms down the range where the only way was downwards. Gallantly led by our
speedsters, we found a shingle chute and some permalat as indicated in the notes, but
quickly lost both and ended up scrub bashing into the stream. Unfortunately, an impassable
gorge forced us into some vertical scrub bashing, some Tarzan impersonations and an
involuntary exfoliation of the legs (level 7). Tramping really is a full body workout! The
Tummel Burn Biv was a welcome stop for a cuppa and some hut book stalking, as it
contained a few names we recognised. It was noted that the last recording was from 10
months earlier.
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We continued through the river, at times scrambling the bank to avoid narrow parts, to arrive
at 100 Mile Hut (locked – Branches Station) with the rain. Camp was set-up and dinner
consumed hastily. Our trip leader commented that he hoped we were enjoying our walking
holiday.
Day 3 – Lochnagar. This day of trip report should read: The day dawned sunny and clear
and following the clear track notes and reasonably well-defined route the CTC party had a
relatively short and restful day climbing to Lochnagar. Unfortunately, the reading of the track
notes ritual happened pre-coffee consumption and was therefore not sufficiently retained,
resulting in something more like: Not long after completing the first part of the track notes, 6
of the CTC party blithely headed off uphill into the QEII covenant area to create their own
route. After scrub bashing for quite some time and getting thoroughly away from the defined
route they realised the error in their ways and the only logical escape – through extremely
dense scrub and Spaniard fields. This led to the quietest CTC lunch in the history of the
club. Scrub fighting ensued, Spaniards were attacked with ice axes and fought back
viciously, and then the group made like sheep, twice, crawling under thickets of scrub
dragging packs behind. Leg exfoliation exceeded level 9 and extended to full body
exfoliation. Then they popped out onto a well-defined track and quietly gained first the
‘Goatel’ biv, and then the lake, in the blazing afternoon sun. It was agreed that while this was
an interesting alternative, perhaps the recommended route had some merit.

Arriving at Lochnagar
Lochnagar is a very special place, created by the top of a mountain sliding off its foundations
and coming to rest 400 m below the newly established ridgeline. The massive slip holds
back a beautiful alpine lake, with another forming slightly below from the filtration and runoff from above. At one point, swimming across the lake looking at the sky, I rolled over to
see each of the pebbles on the lake floor some 50 m below. Being afraid of heights it was
enough to give me vertigo, a strange feeling when one is floating quite safely on the surface.
Being something of an expert in swimming pools, I vote these lakes the best swimming pools
in the world. Our leader commented that he hoped that we had enjoyed our swimming and
rest day.
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Day 4: High sidle and the head of Snowy Creek. Having passed the high sidle, we headed
up into the high basin that drains into Pine Creek and Snowy Creek, either side of the ridge.
Arriving early we set off to explore this desolate foreign landscape, made up rock, scree and
ice, with only the most occasional hardly alpine flower popping up. Walking out towards the
Tyndall Glacier and Mt Tyndall itself, we were rewarded with spectacular views back to the
route of day 2 down Tyndall Creek. The glaciers and snowy peaks stood high and close,
reminding us just how big and special this part of the country is. We set up camp in a
sheltered part of the basin, at around 1850 m, and used the water draining off the glacier
next to the tents to make our tea.

In front of the Tyndall Glacier
Day 5: Snowy Creek to Rees Dart track. The descent into Snowy Creek, having been well
scouted the day before, proved no problem and the wander down the valley floor beautiful
and leisurely. Having the crux of the trip behind us, the day finally took on the feel of a
walking holiday, to the point where there were a lot of resting eyelids at the very long lunch
stop atop the Rees Saddle. However, the well-worn track down to the Dart Hut, while offering
postcard perfect views, was extremely hard as our legs and knees protested at pounding on
the hard surface. Were they just requesting another day of off-track exfoliation away from
signs of civilization? Dart hut appeared like a palace out of the bush, and suddenly the idea
of some civilization and a comfy bunk didn’t seem so bad. The hut warden and several other
parties listened with great enthusiasm to our adventures and route, as some were hoping to
try it in reverse if the weather held. Upon hearing the forecast of showers for the following
day, a subalpine start of 6 am on the track was agreed to, in order to give us the best chance
of getting over the Cascade Saddle while it was still dry. Our leader kindly remarked that
after ‘a swimming day, a walking holiday day and a rest day’ this shouldn’t be a problem.
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Day 6: Cascade Saddle to Matukituki valley. 5 am wake up calls and we were (mostly
quietly) on the track by 6.15 am in cloudy somewhat threatening conditions. The walk up the
valley to the snout of the Dart glacier was truly spectacular, with ice hanging off the sheer
cliff faces that rose above us, wrought small in the bottom of the valley. The climb through
the moraine was at times tricky to follow, not from a lack of markers but from an abundance
of them. Small cairns line this route on all sides showing the different track iterations
throughout the seasons. Arrival at the true Cascade saddle allowed us a minute to look into
the grey of the Matukituki valley, but the cloud hid the glittering mountains that we knew were
not far out of view, including the jewel I had been waiting a week to see, Mt Aspiring / Tititea.
Continuing up into the basin we stopped briefly to hear about the trials a couple camping up
there had had overnight with some terrorist keas. I was quietly pleased that I had been
allowed the comfort of a bunk. Early lunch was eaten in light drizzle in the wonderful
Cascade basin, as the cloud blew in and out all the while teasing us with worse weather but
not quite ever delivering. However, as we ascended the last 300 m to the pylon the clag
came in, surrounding us. Perhaps this was a good thing, as it meant from the top, where the
large warning signs warn of multiple fatalities occurring at this site and advise good weather
travel only, we couldn’t really see the steep runout below us. The track is steep at the top,
but after the lessons of the previous week and in still reasonably dry conditions, did not pose
any
significant
problems for our
party. Further down
the
rock
steps
required
careful
negotiation,
but
again were perfectly
passable. For me,
someone a little
bumble footed and
lacking braveness for
steep
exposed
sections of track,
conquering this part
of track reasonably
comfortably showed
the value of all the
experiences that I
had accumulated up
David and Chris at the Dart Glacier
to this point.
The cloud swirled in and out, finally ending in persistent rain as we arrived 1300 m below at
Aspiring Hut (NZAC). The four hardier members of the party opted to take tents and pitch
further down the valley, while the other 4 (sensible?) trampers stayed in the hut, enjoying
the log burner and cooking up a feast of extra food on the free gas.
Day 7: Raspberry Flat. The last morning was a lazy start and wander back to the cars.
There were some shocked looking tourists as we decided to do a completely unbiased
whistle test in the carpark before returning to Wanaka. I can report that David’s whistle is
astoundingly loud and won the competition, though this may be because Chris’ somewhat
pathetic whistle rendered the following contestants incapable of blowing theirs due to being
doubled over in fits of laughter. The obligatory refuelling stop was had at the Kai Whaka Pai
café, where the hungover patrons of Wanaka’s nightlife looked even worse than a bunch of
bush bunnies after a week without showers.
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Greg looking for Mt Aspiring from the Cascade Saddle
Although we spent a week in Mt Aspiring National Park, and never actually saw the
namesake mountain, this trip was a varied and spectacular sojourn into the heart of some
of New Zealand’s most spectacular country. It was a trip that made us work for our views,
but rewarded us with something new every day. It was probably best summed up by our as
ever understated leader on the last day:
‘Well, that was a good wee stroll’.
Trampers: Max de Lacey, Dayle Drummond, Greg Hill, David Selway, Natasha Sydorenko,
Shaun Wong, Karen Tait (scribe), Chris McGimpsey (leader).
*Please note that much of this trip is on the Branches Station and permission must be sought
in order to visit Lochnagar.
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External News
Federated Mountain Clubs Mountain and Forest Trust
The FMC Mountain & Forest Trust was setup 30 years ago. It provides an avenue by which
people can leave bequests to FMC, make donations which generate a tax rebate and by
doing so provide support for the type of activities FMC wants to promote.
As a Charitable Trust the Trust Board is always aware that the activities it funds must match
the charitable objectives of the Trust. Over the past few years the Trust has funded:




Publication of books associated with mountain recreation
Research into activities associated with mountain safety
Instructional activities associated with mountain safety

The Trust has funded the FMC Youth Scholarships which every year see young people
embarking on ambitious tramping / mountaineering expeditions. The Trust Board is
committed to working with FMC to encourage young people to be involved in outdoor
recreation.
Recent projects have seen support for: a film on the life of Shelia Natusch, a guide to
Canyoning in NX and a book on the Te Araroa Walkway.
The Trust is managed by a Board appointed by the FMC. The Board is currently:
Owen Cox
Robin McNeill
Sally Johannesson
Brian Stephenson
John Simpson
Brett Morley

(FMC Executive, Parawai TC & Wellington TMC)
Chair
(FMC President, Southland TC, NZAC)
Ex Officio
(ex FMC Executive, Auckland TC, North Shore TC and Waikato TC)
(ex FMC Executive, Alpine Sports Club, NZAC)
(Independent from Canterbury)
(Independent from Auckland)

The Trust is dependent on donations and bequests for its funding and we invite your club
members to reflect on whether they would like to support the Trust by making a donation.
People can donate online through the FMC website (www.fmc.org.nz) and the Trust will
issue receipts for tax purposes. Donations can always be made by mail.
Phil Glasson
FMC Trust Board Secretary
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More about the CTC
Club Officers
President:

Steve Bruerton

322-6196

Vice President: Andrea Zahn

382 1044

Secretary:

Angela Lowery

0220889370

Treasurer:

Natasha Sydorenko 0223140684

Club Captain:

Kate Taylor

980-8224

New Members
Chris McGimpsey
Rep:

03 3589125

Day Trip
Organiser:

021 35 4545

Warwick Dowling

Overnight Trip
Organiser:

Shaun Wong

021 234 6847

Social
Convenor:

Kay Taylor

03358-4580

Gear Custodian: Bernhard Parawa

337 3125

Editor:

027 520 6464

Karen Tait

Hut Convenor: Gareth Caves

03 9808 224

IT Convenor:

351-2344

Richard Lobb

Access Officer: Linda Lilburne

332-2502

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please book
before leaving town to ensure there is a bunk available. For keys and bookings, phone
Gareth Caves 03 9808 224; or if he’s away, Steve Bruerton 322 6196; or if they’re both away,
Rex Vink 3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $20 non-member, $5
kids under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut
convenor, Gareth Caves.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Bernhard Parawa, ph. 337 3125. Note: club
gear assigned to you is your responsibility;
please take care of it. Please make sure you
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the outside of your pack can be easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This may result in serious damage to your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking them on a trip even if they are not used,
and report any damage to the gear custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 18 February 2016 – Thanks.
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